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01/Chairperson’s Report
Following the departure of Bart Verveckken as CCDI Chair in 2012, I was asked to fill the Acting Chair
position. Bart brought multiple competencies to the CCDI board. Firstly, as a leader within design
academia, he was able to foresee and strategise key areas that the institute should focus on.
Secondly, having been with the CCDI since its inception, his guidance was cognisant of the
complexities and subtitles of the craft and design sector. I will miss his well‐timed and subtle humour
that helped board members navigate some tense meetings. It is with great sadness that we note his
departure, but as with past chairs, his role has simply changed from that of CCDI Chair, to that of
CCDI ambassador.
My position as Acting Chair bridged the third quarter of 2012 and the first quarter of 2013. Although
only a short period, the enduring legacy of the 2008 financial crisis and changing government
perspectives on the craft and design sectors, made it an eventful one. Perhaps my key contribution
was to provide a breathing space for Erica and her team to reflect on the organisation’s core values.
In particular, to treat the change in market dynamics and grant allocations as the standard and not
the exception, and to position the thought leadership and almost activist qualities of the CCDI at the
forefront of the institute.
This dynamic requires that the role of CCDI Chair be unique. By definition, the position would
suggest that the incumbent simply be versed in Western Cape activities and opportunities. However,
in reality the CCDI operates at a national, and increasingly, international level. Erica's board
position on the 2014 World Design Capital (WDC) has increased the international footprint of the
CCDI, and in turn placed further demands on the CCDI Chair. So with a daunting list of requirements,
Erica searched and identified brilliant candidates. Each opened up unique opportunities for the
institute to grow. However, one candidate stood out, and from the very first meeting, the board
celebrated their choice of Shado Twala. We are confident she will help steer the Institute through
any rough waters.
Byron Qually
CCDI Acting Chairperson

02/Executive Director’s Report
At the end of a demanding yet rewarding year, I can report that the CCDI’s organisational
fundamentals are in fine shape. Our experienced and motivated staff are on top of their busy
schedules, supported by efficient systems and resources.
Internal systems have improved all round, from planning and budgeting to reporting and monitoring.
Our audit was completed in record time, resulting in a slightly reduced fee; and the management
report indicated only two minor issues to be deal with. This is a good indication of the healthy state
of our accounting and management systems.
Some programme highlights that we celebrated included funding for craft producers from the
Development Bank of South Africa (DBSA) Jobs Fund; innovative prototypes generated with our new
Product Support Space equipment; improvements in living conditions and personal healing at the
Saartjie Baartman Centre for women and children; complementing traditional media with new
digital media offerings; pop‐up shops at retail centres and rural festivals; and helping craft producers
to access craft markets.
Unreliable cash flow and cuts in funding, however, made it a huge challenge to maintain the
momentum of our programmes.
We countered, with Board support, by exploring new engagements. One was a joint funding
application to the Provincial Growth Fund, which ensured that our must‐have CCDI Handmade
Collection was again a star attraction at the Design Indaba Expo. We will continue to pursue funding
partners and develop innovate proposals ‐ there are numerous opportunities in the province, given
the focus on design and The Fringe, and also beyond provincial and craft boundaries.
In one of our brainstorming sessions this year, we established that value‐making is at the core of our
business. With the support of our staff, Board members, funders and many other partners, we are
confident that, together, we will continue to add more.
Erica Elk
Executive Director

03/Our People
We have built up a diverse staff complement of professional and mature (but youthful) permanent
staff – with the specialist knowledge to really make a difference to craft producers, and the sector
expertise to understand how their roles fit into the bigger picture. All the teams are building good
links across programmes, ensuring that users get the best from the organisation.
This year the CCDI welcomed a half‐day Advisor in Product Support, while the Business Support unit
appointed a Business Development Facilitator to offer in‐house training and mentoring. We also
appointed a new Office Administrative Assistant and Receptionist; domestic and export Market
Support Coordinator posts were filled.
We said farewell to Board member Clementina van der Walt and Chairperson Bert Verveckken, with
Byron Qually ably filling the post of Acting Chair from the third quarter of 2012 to the first quarter of
2013. Andile Dyalvane was appointed to the Board.

04/Our Constituency
Registration on our database continued to grow – this year numbers totalled 3617 craft enterprises,
up from 2939 the previous year. All the database members total 10 143, of which 454 were added
this year.
The uptake of programmes and services is consistently on target. Feedback is mainly positive, and
the organisation has matured to where users feel able to criticise when they are unhappy, or make
suggestions for improvements.
Our research for the Department of Economic Development & Tourism (using various sources)
revealed some interesting facts: An emailed survey showed that 68% of the respondents live and
work in the Cape Metro. The next group live in Eden (11%) and Overberg and Boland/Winelands
(7%). Within the Cape Metro, 28% work in the Southern Suburbs, followed by the City Bowl (27%),
Northern Suburbs (15%) and South Peninsula (14%). Declaration forms indicated that 39% of
respondents live in the Cape Flats.
Emailed survey results show that 61% work alone; however, 40% employ 1‐3 people part‐time; and
14% employ 3‐15 part‐time staff. With full‐time employment, 17% employ 2‐5 people and 10%
employ 5‐30 people.
The largest group (34%) reported R5 000‐R25 000 average monthly turnover.

05/Our Services
Through our three core programmes of Product, Business and Market, we supported craft producers
and helped to network all players in the product‐to‐market chain. The final link was added this year,
when we helped to facilitate extensive financial resources for craft producers over a three‐year
period. This is in partnership with the Development Bank of South Africa Jobs Fund.
From a sector and network perspective, the CCDI was constantly sought out for partnerships in
market, training and small business support areas. The challenge was to maximise these
opportunities for craft producers, as we are reaching the limits of our capacity.
While we consolidated existing programmes, we also engaged with a number of external factors:
•
•
•
•
•

The Fringe design and innovation precinct, of which we are an anchor tenant;
World Design Capital 2014;
The development of a Design Strategy, which was edited for publication;
Policy and strategic shifts within the Department of Arts and Culture and the dti; and
Increased pressure on our resources.

A staff team‐building exercise, Board support and other interventions are ensuring we embrace new
opportunities and challenges within a revised funding model.

06/Product Support
A total of 1 250 individual consultations was undertaken this year. The appointment‐based
consultation system has worked well, with 94% of the total possible appointment slots for
consultations being booked.
Craft producers are now clearly the dominant users of the programme’s services. For 2012/13, 58%
of users were craft producers, 29% students and the remaining 13% were a variety of other users.
Our skilled and well‐motivated team has helped address numerous challenges from our visitors,
ranging from finding a waterproofing solution for a lamp prototype, to the conceptualising, design
and construction of a jewellery display stand.
There is a much wider spread of equipment use. The laser cutter remains the most heavily‐used
machine, but its percentage of total equipment use has declined: it was used 42% of the time in
2012/13, compared with 91% in 2009/10. The next busiest activity is the exclusive use of the design
computers (19%).
In line with this development, came an increase in specific prototyping activity. The 3D milling
machine has enabled the creation of complex prototypes – craft producers often use the 3D milling
machine and printer in conjunction with mould‐making processes, helping to bridge the gap
between prototyping and production.

07/ Business Support
We formally launched a funding programme in September 2012, following a successful application
with the Development Bank of South Africa Jobs Fund programme. We have already disbursed
over R3,5 million of funding used for marketing, equipment and machinery and product innovation.
The project also created 93 sustainable, long‐term jobs.
The team consolidated its methodological approach and worked on an integrated and holistic
model, which underpins all our work, with creativity at the centre. Business self‐assessment and
CCDI support referral tools were developed for this model and prepared for testing. These will
provide craft producers and business advisors with a detailed, integrated picture of enterprises, and
then they can be referred for appropriate training and mentoring.
The CCDI produced a practical book for facilitators, which features creative workshop plans,
resources and materials. Called boxcutter, it was published as an accessible resource (free to
download from the CCDI website). The guide is based on the methodology developed over many
years through our creativity workshops offered to the Western Cape craft sector.
We finalised the development of resources such as fact/information sheets, templates and a
guideline document on how to use them.
The unit now has in‐house capacity to deliver training and mentoring support. This is not only more
cost‐effective, but improves our service and increases knowledge retention in the organisation. A
closer working relationship with the Small Enterprise Development Agency (SEDA) was also
developed, with a SEDA Business Advisor available by appointment at the Training Unit.

08/Market Support
Despite the tough economic conditions, we enjoyed year‐on‐year growth in value of trade at most
events. The total value of sales rose to R1 511,587 (R674 612 in 2011/12) and orders were worth
R1 012818 (R550 758 in 2011/12). From 518 applicants, we chose 294, of whom 167 were women
and 116 previously disadvantaged individuals. Over 200 new businesses took part in our events.
There was closer collaboration with the dti and SEDA on event funding. At Design Indaba, SEDA
funded 12 enterprises, which generated sales and orders of R266 106 (8.5% year‐on‐year increase).
Seven dti‐funded producers took orders of R 381 902 at SARCDA Christmas (130% up year‐on‐year).
The dti approved all eight applicants for SARCDA International; they made R311 282, a 315%
increase year‐on‐year.
We sponsored Richard Monareng of Art Ceramics as our first CCDI Bridging the Gap candidate at SA
Handmade Collection 2012‐Decorex Johannesburg. Here 12 producers generated sales and orders
worth R194 014.
We started a new service by helping smaller, emerging producers to access crafts markets in a
wellprepared, structured manner. This facilitates access and enables organic growth into our formal
domestic market activities and the mainstream economy.
Ad hoc and pilot shows and expos included CCDI’s first appearance at Kamers vol Geskenke. A
collective shop, showcasing exciting products from 35 emerging craft producers, made over
R59 927.

09/Market Support (Exports)
Total export sales this year reached R462 307, with orders topping R1 095 116.
The enhanced pre‐event and event support we now offer resulted in direct change and growth for a
number of our craft producers. We developed an electronic order book for producers taking part in
Ambiente, Germany, where five enterprises notched up R55 906 in sales and R971 455 of orders.
Seven craft producers’ products were shown at the South and Strong exhibition at Salone del
Mobile, Milan. Sales were worth nearly R55 000. Four craft producers were chosen by the dti for
L’Artigiano, a Milanese consumer show, and they made R145 449.
For the third and final year of our Top Drawer contract, we showed the same three companies, plus
products from four enterprises for market testing. En route we investigated Maison et Object in
France (we are co‐ordinating applications for Maison and the New York Gift Fair for the first time).
We met Ateliers d'Art de France (representing 6000 artists, crafts workers and workshops).
We added export‐ready craft producers to our exporter database and updated it with new buyers,
such as the Foreign Economic Representative offices. We designed and sent out a new export
database form, which improves matchmaking.

10/Market Support (Order Facilitation Service)
Total orders worth R353 300 were facilitated this year – with requests ranging from conference
journals to movie props for a film‐making company. We also attended to numerous buyers’
matchmaking requests, from metal‐crafted sheep for a wine producer, to crochet workers for a
bikini manufacturer.
Market intelligence‐gathering has built relationships and expanded our retailer database, from Kalk
Bay to the V&A Waterfront. Information has been shared, boosting the knowledge of the entire
team. This has improved recommendations and referrals in consultations with craft producers.
Our new Order Management system provides a user‐friendly platform. We can now use
information from one source to perform different functions – developing catalogues and generating
transactional documents.
We drew up and distributed handy new e‐catalogues representing craft producers, under titles
such as Homeware and Décor (22 producers), Furniture (16 producers), Up‐cycled Products (58
producers), Customised & Up‐cycled Corporate Gifts and Conference Accessories (56 enterprises) and
Back 2 Office (30 producers).
Many of our networking events centred on our up‐cycled products marketing strategy. We took
part in the 110% Green Western Cape Government Initiative, the 2 Wise 2 Waste Exhibition, Event
Greening Workshop and The Green Expo. We made valuable contacts in conferences and events
and government.
Our themed showroom displays created a beautiful reception space and impressed potential
buyers. The Traditional theme represented 38 craft producers’ work; Up‐cycled Products
showcased 35 craft enterprises, with Conference Gifts and Events representing 37 producers.

11/Communications and Sector Promotion
We launched our fifth CCDI Handmade Collection at the Design Indaba Expo, with a selection of 82
pieces (from 198 submissions) by 60 designer‐makers. Funding from the Department of Economic
Development and Tourism’s Growth Fund, and the private sector, made this possible. The superb
pieces and high‐end, full‐colour catalogue received much acclaim and anchored fine handmade
objects in the design world.
We developed a new site map for our website and have a redesigned home page ‘skin’. Intensive
digital media training, strategy‐ and platform‐building with World Wide Creative have given us a
comprehensive, integrated CCDI digital media offering. Anchor components are Facebook, Twitter,
Pinterest and the website, complementing the popular monthly newsletter and traditional media.
The CCDI further entrenched its strong standing in traditional media circles. The role and
leadership of its Executive Director, Erica Elk, has been well‐profiled and our programmes and
products applauded. Stories are based on value‐making.
A popular news story that generated publicity and much‐needed funding covered a creative process
and wallpaper installation at the Saartjie Baartman Centre in Manenberg. An inspired team effort
with the City of Cape Town, corporate and non‐profit partners transformed the physical space, and
helped the women take a step forward in their recovery.
The CCDI won a bid to host the third African Creative Economy Conference in Cape Town in
October 2013, and is the primary implementing agency.

12/Rural Outreach
A great new add‐on to Rural Support is pop‐up shops, whereby an innovative one‐off retail space
opens for a limited period. These launched in Knysna and Hermanus, linked to the popular Pick n
Pay Knysna Oyster Festival (sales from 26 Knysna craft producers amounted to nearly R13 000) and
the Hermanus Whale Festival.
The CCDI’s presence in each region was reviewed and a new, more targeted approach implemented.
The main focus regions were Eden and Overberg, which have the most producers beyond the City of
Cape Town. Karoo, West Coast and Winelands producers were included too, but more strategically.
Additional partnerships were sought and greater synergy developed with existing partners. We
held information sessions in three new areas (Robertson, Plettenberg Bay and Grabouw) and
developed a partnership with the Mossel Bay Municipality. Planning and cooperation between
partners and the CCDI has become more established as projected programmes and projects are
planned in advance – with, in some cases, additional funding sought collectively.
Given current budgetary constraints, the Rural Outreach Coordinator undertook some regional
training. Seven two‐day product photography workshops were held during the fourth quarter (with
area partners). This helped build closer working relationships and led to a more informed and
sophisticated understanding of the needs on the ground.
Twenty participants from three regions attended the annual Design Indaba programme. Six
producers were from the Overstrand, four each from Stellenbosch, Knysna and Witzenberg and two
from Oudtshoorn. They enjoyed inspirational exposure to the Expo, plus visits to the South African
National Gallery, the Slave Lodge and the District Six Museum.

13/Funding
Our total budget for this year was R 23 958 238, subject to a R718 651 shortfall. Our biggest
challenges were unreliable cash flow and insufficient funds.
During the first two quarters we experienced two cash flow crises, due to the late receipt of funds.
The decision by the dti to reduce our annual grant by 45%, with no prospect of this being returned to
the original amount, necessitated a review of the organisational funding model. We implemented
major cut‐backs in programmes and pursued other funding opportunities to reduce our shortfall.
Good progress was made on projects such as the Design Strategy for the Department of Economic
Development and Tourism.
There was reason to celebrate when the CCDI’s application (one of only 41 approved from a total of
over 2651 in the first round) got the green light from the DBSA Jobs Fund programme. Western
Cape craft enterprises are receiving investment funding worth R14.5 million over three years: the
Jobs Fund covers 80% of their new intervention costs, with the craft enterprises paying the balance.
Of all the income, 85% of the grant goes directly to the craft enterprises and the remainder
contributes to our costs in administering the project.

